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Due to the under-specified interfaces, developers face challenges in correctly integrating machine learning (ML) APIs in software. Even when the ML API and the software are well designed on their own, the resulting application misbehaves when the API output is incompatible with the software. It is desirable to have an adapter that converts ML API output at runtime to better fit the software need and prevent integration failures.

In this paper, we conduct an empirical study to understand ML API integration problems in real-world applications. Guided by this study, we present SmartGear, a tool that automatically detects and converts mismatching or incorrect ML API output at run time, serving as a middle layer between ML API and software. Our evaluation on a variety of open-source applications shows that SmartGear detects 70% incompatible API outputs and prevents 67% potential integration failures, outperforming alternative solutions.

CCS Concepts:
- Software and its engineering → Software defect analysis;
- Computing methodologies → Machine learning;
- Information systems → RESTful web services.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Machine learning cloud APIs [Amazon 2022a; Google 2022a; IBM 2022; Microsoft 2022a], referred to as ML APIs in this paper, offer effective solutions for a spectrum of cognitive tasks, relieving programmers from the onerous task of designing, training, and hosting their own machine learning models. Consequently, these APIs are widely used in software applications to solve a variety of real-world problems [Das and Behera 2017; Wan et al. 2021]. Unfortunately, these applications often experience integration failures in their use of ML APIs, a type of failures that occur when the output of an API invocation is incompatible with the software component that uses this output.

Integration failures are widespread in applications that use ML APIs due to under-specified interfaces of the latter. This phenomenon is particularly visible in two ways. First, every cognitive task performed by an ML API typically has more than one correct answer; unfortunately, state-of-the-art ML APIs do not specify which answer(s) out of the multiple correct ones they would produce. For example, there are many different and correct ways to describe an object, in terms of textile, color, usage, and others. Human beings naturally know what (type of) description matches their conversation and activity context. However, ML APIs cannot guarantee to generate output that fits the expectation of the software, and the software also cannot accommodate the mismatched API output, which leads to integration failures at run time.
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TARGETS = ['Car', 'Van', 'Truck', 'Boat', 'Toy vehicle']
image = types.Image(content=street_view_image)
response = client.object_localization(image=image)
for obj in response.localized_object_annotations:
    if obj.name in TARGETS:
        predict_flood_depth(obj)

Fig. 1. Flood-Depths, a flood detection application [Flood-Depths 2021] using Google Cloud API.

Fig. 2. Two video frames that cause the flood detection application to misbehave.

Second, the model used by an ML API is inherently probabilistic, whose outputs are only statistically reliable over many input samples; unfortunately, state-of-the-art ML APIs do not specify whether or how likely their output for a given input might be incorrect\(^1\). Without that information, software typically treats the output of an ML API as always correct. This leads to integration failures when the output occasionally is incorrect, which is inevitable for ML APIs.

To better understand these integration challenges and their consequences, consider Flood-Depths [Flood-Depths 2021], an open-source application that uses vehicles as a reference to estimate flood depth. As shown in Figure 1, this application first identifies objects in a street_view_image using an ML API. It then iterates through all the identified objects (Line 4), and invokes flood-depth prediction upon every object whose label, stored in the name field, matches one of the vehicle-related keywords in the TARGETS list, defined on Line 1.

This code snippet seems straightforward on its own and the Google Vision API object_localization has a high accuracy. However, they do not work well when integrated together. Figure 2 shows the API outputs on two adjacent frames in a video. As we can see, the left car is successfully identified by the API in both frames, and is labeled as “vehicle”. However, without a clear API specification, software developers do not anticipate the “vehicle” output and do not include it in the TARGETS list. As a result of this correct and yet unexpected output (“vehicle”), this car will be mistakenly skipped in the flood-depth prediction. Furthermore, the van in the middle is correctly identified in frame 1, but gets missed in the almost identical frame 2. Again, lacking API specification, the software do not anticipate such incorrect output, and would omit this van in the flood-depth prediction of frame 2. With these vehicles mistakenly skipped, software underestimates or even completely fails to predict flood depth.

As we will see in Section 3, similar problems occur widely in software applications that use ML APIs. The straightforward way of integrating ML APIs, like that in Figure 1, cannot tolerate API results that are out of context or occasionally incorrect, which leads to software misbehavior.

\(^1\)Some APIs produce a confidence score to estimate how likely the output is correct. Previous work showed this estimation to be inaccurate, with similar scores produced for correct and incorrect outputs [Bai et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2021a].
Previous works have not tackled ML API integration failures. They address either problems inside ML APIs [Chen et al. 2022c, 2020b; Xie et al. 2022] or problems inside the software that uses ML APIs [Wan et al. 2021, 2022], but not the integration problems in between. Specifically, several recent work improves the quality of ML software by selecting the most accurate ML API [Chen et al. 2020b] or API ensemble [Chen et al. 2022c; Xie et al. 2022] from several cloud service providers. These techniques only tackle the issues inside the ML component, but do not fundamentally resolve the under-specified ML-API interfaces and hence integration failures. Another line of recent work identifies some ML API misuse patterns [Wan et al. 2022] and offers ways to test ML software [Wan et al. 2021]. The misuse patterns identified so far (e.g., picking the wrong ML API; using higher than necessary input resolution; interpreting floating-point output incorrectly) do not cover integration failures; the testing support offered so far may occasionally expose integration failures under specially designed test inputs, but cannot help detect or reduce integration failures at run time.

1.2 Challenges
It is desirable to have an adapter that converts ML API output at run time to better fit the software component that uses the output, compensating for the under-specified interfaces of ML APIs and reducing integration failures. To design such an adapter, there are several challenges.

1) How to judge whether an ML API output matches the expectation of software? Lacking ML API specification, software developers do not know what output they may get from an API invocation and do not have a standard way to specify what output they expect. For example, invoking an object detection API, developers may expect the API output to describe a specific aspect of an object or to fall into a specific set of labels. How to automatically extract that expectation and hence judge whether an API output matches the expectation of software is an open question.

2) How to judge whether an ML API output is correct? Lacking ML API specification, it is difficult to know which specific output of an ML API invocation would be wrong. In fact, judging the correctness of ML APIs that emulate human cognition tasks typically requires human effort, which is difficult to carry out during run-time detection.

3) How to conduct compatibility checking and conversion with low overhead? High overhead is not acceptable for software users. Consequently, we cannot use expensive techniques, such as re-training and updating neural network models at run time, which take hours.

1.3 Contributions
In this paper, we first conduct an empirical study to understand the challenges of integrating machine learning cloud APIs into software and the consequences of integration problems. Specifically, we examine a set of 55 open-source applications that use ML API outputs to make control-flow decisions. We run each application with 100 test inputs and manually check their execution results. We find that on average 15.9% of the test inputs lead to failures. Among these failures, 99.9% of them are non-fail-stop failures related to ML APIs. Since these failures do not throw any exception, they are difficult to detect. All of these failures are caused by integration problems: about two-thirds of the failures are caused by correct and yet mismatched ML API outputs, and the other one-third of the failures are caused by incorrect ML API outputs. We further categorize these two types of problems into several sub-types, with details presented in Section 3.

Guided by our study, we propose SmartGear. SmartGear serves as a middle layer between ML APIs and software that uses ML APIs, as illustrated in Figure 3. It reduces the number of ML API integration failures by detecting and converting incompatible ML API output at run time.

---

Some applications directly display the output of an ML API. This trivial use of ML APIs is not the target of SmartGear.
To tackle mismatched ML API outputs, SmartGear leverages the insight that ML API outputs which lead the execution towards non-fall-through branch edges are definitely the ones that software expects and knows how to handle, like any obj.name leading the program to execute predict_flood_depth in Figure 1. We refer to these API-output values as focal values. On the other hand, if an API output leads the execution to a fall-through edge, it either is truly not interesting to the software, like a label “Tree” in the flood-detection application, or presents a mismatch with the software, like a label “Vehicle” in the flood-detection application.

To carry out this insight, SmartGear first uses symbolic execution to automatically figure out the sets of focal values. Then, at run time, for any API output $o$ that is driving the execution towards a fall-through edge, SmartGear uses a knowledge graph [Wikidata 2022] to compare $o$ with those focal values. Based on the knowledge graph, SmartGear knows whether $o$ is a synonym with some of the focal values, whether $o$ is looking at a different perspective from all the focal values, etc. SmartGear then reports mismatch and conducts output conversion accordingly.

To tackle incorrect ML API outputs, SmartGear leverages an insight about output consistency: the outputs of one ML API upon several similar inputs should be consistent with each other (e.g., object detection results for the two images in Figure 2 should be consistent); the outputs of several related ML APIs upon one input should also be consistent (e.g., if a facial expression API reports a happy face; the object detection API should be able to identify a human face from the same image).

To carry out this insight, SmartGear efficiently compares the outputs of related API invocations at run time and detects inconsistent API outputs. SmartGear resolves such inconsistency and hence reduces potential integration failures by applying ensemble techniques [Dietterich 2000] on these invocations. Furthermore, for ML APIs that produce free-text outputs, SmartGear also checks the consistency between the output $o$ and the focal values. When $o$ only has a minor difference, like one character difference, from a focal value, SmartGear regards $o$ as incorrect and converts it to the corresponding focal value.

We evaluate SmartGear using the latest version of 65 open-source Python applications that cover different problem domains and ML APIs. In our evaluation, SmartGear successfully detects 70% of the integration failures and correctly converts 67% of incompatible ML API outputs, improving the correct execution rate of these applications from 84% to 95%.

Our goal in designing SmartGear is not completeness, as catching all failures related to ML techniques is inherently hard. Instead, we offer a first systematic and best-effort attempt to reduce failures caused by ML API integration problems, aligning the software expectation and ML API behavior. We will release all the artifacts related to this work upon acceptance, and we hope that they serve as a starting point for tackling this critical problem.
Table 1. Number of applications using different ML Cloud APIs in our benchmark suite

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>ML Cloud API</th>
<th># Apps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vision</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>label_detection</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>web_detection</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>landmark_detection</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>object_localization</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>face_detection</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>text_detection</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>classify_text</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>analyze_entities</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>analyze_entity_sentiment</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recognize</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 ML Cloud Service

ML cloud API. Many cloud service providers [Amazon 2022a; Google 2022a; IBM 2022; Microsoft 2022a] offer ML APIs for vision, natural language, and speech tasks. These tasks cover four categories: (1) classification, which outputs a category that describes an input based on its overall content; (2) recognition, which identifies object/entity/text from an input; (3) synthesis, which generates data from descriptions, e.g., speech synthesis; and (4) translation.

Among these four categories of APIs, classification and recognition APIs are used the most often, contributing to almost 90% of Google and AWS ML API usage in GitHub [Wan et al. 2021]. Consequently, in this paper, SmartGear focuses on all 10 classification and recognition APIs offered by Google, which covers all three domains (vision, language, speech). SmartGear could also be extended to support synthesis and translation tasks, which we leave as future work.

ML API input & output. The input of an ML API typically is an image/video/article/audio together with several configuration parameters. For example, speech APIs require developers to specify the encoding type, sample rate, and language of the input audio. The output of an ML API is usually an array of records, with each record containing several fields that describe an element of the input data and a confidence score. For example, an object detection API outputs a record of object type, bounding box, and a confidence score for each recognized object in the image. To reduce run-time overhead, SmartGear only examines the record fields that are later used by the software.

2.2 Knowledge Graph

A knowledge graph is a database that uses a graph-structured data model to store the description of real-world entities and the relationship between them. Knowledge graphs are widely used for knowledge reasoning in various scenarios, including question-answering systems, search engines, and recommendation systems [Chen et al. 2020a]. Each node in a knowledge graph is called an entity, which could be an object, a person, an organization, a location, etc. Typically, each node contains an identifier, a description, a label for the most common name of the item and several aliases. For example, “car” is alias to “motor car”, in Wikidata knowledge base [Wikidata 2022]. Each directed edge between two entities is a statement that describes the relationship between two entities or the property of the starting node. For example, an “subclass-of” edge connecting node “van” to node “vehicle” indicates that van is one of the sub-categories of vehicle.
3 UNDERSTANDING INTEGRATION FAILURES

3.1 Methodology

3.1.1 Applications. We study 55 Python applications where ML API outputs are used to affect control flow. We focus on this type of applications, as they reflect a non-trivial way of using ML APIs, instead of directly outputting API results. Among these 55 applications, 45 are all the applications in a recently published, real-world ML software benchmark suite [Wan et al. 2022] that use classification and recognition APIs to make control flow decisions. As language classification and speech recognition APIs are the least represented in these 45 applications, we additionally identify 10 more applications on GitHub that use either of these two types of APIs to achieve a more balanced suite of applications.

As shown in Table 1, these applications cover a wide range of machine learning tasks. Their median size is 20,000 lines of code, and 23 of them have received star/fork/watch from GitHub.

For each application, we conduct unit testing upon the entry function that contains the branch whose outcome is directly affected by ML API. For the 6 out of 55 applications that invoke multiple ML API calls, we use these API calls’ closest common caller function in the call graph for testing.

3.1.2 Test data. For each target function to test, we design 100 test inputs to offer roughly even coverage for all paths in the function that invoke an ML API. When there are loops, we consider paths that execute zero or one loop iteration.

To obtain realistic video/image/text inputs for ML APIs, we leverage search engines, Bing search for images/texts and YouTube for videos. For each application, we carefully crafted search keywords that describe the type of inputs related to a path. For example, we feed keywords like “car”, “van”, and “truck” into Bing image-search to get inputs that execute line 6 in Figure 1. We manually check the top search results and use the ones that we believe are relevant to the software under test. For inputs that potentially contain human identification information, e.g. human faces and vehicle license numbers, we search in public benchmark suites [Kuehne et al. 2011; Panetta et al. 2021] to ensure ethical standards. For audio-processing APIs, since there lacks an audio search engine for real-word audio clips, we designed 45 transcripts based on application scenarios and branch conditions, each containing 1 or 2 English sentences. Seven male and three female participants from authors’ institution volunteered to record their speech audios, in their regular way interacting with voice-controlled applications. Participants are between 18 and 30 years old, including both native and non-native English speakers. All tests are independently verified by the two authors.

3.1.3 Failure identification. We examine each function and decide the correct function behavior for each test input. In two applications, the tested function invokes external library APIs, e.g., flood depth prediction and calorie estimation, which is out of the scope of unit testing. Therefore, we examine whether the parameters of these API calls are correct. Every test case and test oracle is cross-checked by at least two authors.

3.2 Testing Result Summary

Among all the 5500 unit tests (= 100 tests per app ×55 apps), 860 unit tests failed, with an average failure rate of 15.6% and a median failure rate of 8%. The failure rates are similar across applications that use different types of ML APIs (i.e., vision, language, and speech), as shown in Figure 4.

Among these test failures, 99% of them occur in tests that exercise a non-fall-through edge of a branch whose outcome is determined by ML API outputs, like the true edge of the branch on Line 5 of Figure 1. This phenomenon reflects that fall-through edges are much less sensitive to mismatched or incorrect ML API outputs.

\[\text{It includes the synchronous, asynchronous and streaming versions.}\]
At the first glance, one might blame the cloud ML-service provider for high failure rate. However, as shown in Figure 4, for both vision applications and language applications, the majority of testing failures are actually not caused by incorrect API outputs. In total, as many as 566 test failures are caused by ML API outputs that are correct but do not match with the software’s need.

Among these 860 failures, 4 of them caused the software to crash, and yet the remaining 856 caused silent failures with incorrect software behaviors and yet no exceptions thrown. These silent failures are difficult to automatically detect and are the focus of this paper.

Finally, among all the 55 applications, only 13 applications have not encountered any testing failures, including 5 vision, 6 language, and 2 speech applications. These applications either tolerate mismatched ML API outputs (e.g., some applications created a lookup table for all possible ML API outputs), have a lower accuracy requirement of ML APIs (e.g., some applications simply segment audio inputs by pauses while neglecting the exact transcript), or perform a highly accurate cognition task (e.g., finding nouns in a biography).

### 3.3 Root Cause 1: Mismatch between ML API and Software

About 65\% of failures in our unit testing are caused by correct ML API outputs that are mismatched with the software, just like the mismatched vehicle-label example in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 4, these mismatched ML API outputs are common in both vision applications and language applications, but not in speech applications—speech recognition API could produce incorrect output but not mismatched output, as it outputs audio transcript in free text instead of categorical labels.

Our further study reveals three main types of mismatch.

#### 3.3.1 Hierarchy mismatch

This is the most common type of mismatch, contributing to about one-third of all unit testing failures. Real-world entities have hierarchical relationships, e.g., one is a subclass/component of the other. One object can often be correctly described by multiple labels at different levels of hierarchy. However, a software application may only be coded to recognize one of these labels, causing this hierarchy mismatch. The vehicle problem in Figure 1 is an example.

As another example, the property management application RoomR [RoomR 2020] (Figure 5) uses `label_detection` to classify an indoor photo and extracts the description field of the first API output record. If this field is contained in one of the four pre-defined lists, RoomR maps the photo to the corresponding category. As shown in Figure 6, the ML API outputs “Roof lantern” for a ceiling light photo, which is a correct output for image classification. However, the software misbehaves, failing to put this photo into the “electrical” category. The reason is that the software is coded to recognize “Light” as “electrical”, but not its subclass “Roof lantern”, as shown in Figure 5.

Besides subclass relationships, hierarchy mismatch also includes the alias relationship. Naturally, people might use different phrases to refer to the same entity. For example, “Light” is under the
image = types.Image(content=room_photo)
response = client.label_detection(image=image)
predict = response.label_annotations[0].description
category = ""
if predict in ["Light", "Wall plug", "Lighting accessory", "Electrical wiring"]:
category = "Electrical"
if predict in ["Toilet", "Plumbing", "Sink", "Bathroom", "Washing machine"]:
category = "Plumbing"
if predict in ["Wall", "Door", "Handle", "Lock"]:  
category = "locksmith"
return category

Fig. 5. RoomR, a property management application [RoomR 2020].

alias "Light source" and "Light emitter". When the software only examines the alias of an ML API output, it will misbehave even when ML API successfully recognized the corresponding entity.

Hierarchy mismatch is common for two reasons. First, ML cloud APIs typically have a large number of categories for classification and recognition tasks, e.g., Google Vision AI has 20,000 category labels with a hierarchical structure. It is hard for developers to exhaustively go through the label set and specify all the related ones. Therefore, ML APIs are very likely to return a mismatched label to the software during run-time. Second, the hierarchy of API outputs is greatly affected by its input. In general, the more objects the input includes and the harder the identification is, the more likely the ML API is to output superclass labels to ensure correctness [Wehrmann et al. 2018].

3.3.2 Perspective mismatch. Given an object, an ML API could output multiple correct labels that describe the object from different perspectives, like shape, texture, color, etc. This typically happens in multi-label classification [Grandini et al. 2020] APIs with a large label set, such as Google’s label_detection and Amazon’s DetectLabels APIs. Perspective mismatches contribute to around 3% of all unit testing failures in our study.

In the example of Figure 6, the software only examines the equipment type and expects ML API to describe the photo in the same way. However, when given a wall socket photo, the ML API outputs Fig. 6. Three types of mismatch in RoomR (Figure 5).
a label describing it by its material ("Plastic"), which is correct but does not match the perspective of the software. As another example, a trash classification application [SmartCan 2019] examines the material of input images. However, when given a photo of a glass ornament (Figure 7), the ML API outputs labels that describe the object in the photo from the perspectives of geometric shape ("Triangle") and color ("Purple"), which are totally different from the perspective of the software.

3.3.3 Focus mismatch. Sometimes, the software application cares about a particular object in the input image or video, and yet the ML API outputs are about other objects in the input. This contributes to around a quarter of all unit testing failures in our study.

Focus mismatch typically happens to an input that contains many different elements or objects, and the one the software cares about is unfortunately not considered a significant piece of information in the input. The labels of these less dominant elements have a lower rank and thus are ignored by the ML API. In Figure 6, the ML API recognizes hands in the shower faucet photo, as it occupies a large area in the image. Unfortunately, the software expects the API to output "Plumbing" for the shower control valve. As another example, a smart album application [Aander-ETL 2017] wants to find buildings and is given an image of a castle in the countryside, but the castle takes up a relatively small portion of the image (Figure 8). A focus mismatch occurs when the top labels from the ML API are sky, tree, and grass, instead of the castle.

Summary. Mismatched ML API outputs bring new challenges to the reliability of ML applications, as they cannot be eliminated by only inspecting and improving the accuracy of ML APIs.

3.4 Root Cause 2: Incorrectness of ML API Output
ML APIs adopt statistical models without strict correctness guarantees. Therefore, from time to time, ML APIs produce incorrect outputs, which lead to about one-third of all the test failures. In the studied applications, incorrect ML API outputs mainly come from two sources.

3.4.1 Neural network vulnerability. Due to the probabilistic nature of neural networks, a small perturbation of input might trigger inner flaws of neural network models and leads to an incorrect answer [Szegedy et al. 2014]. This type of incorrectness is likely to be eliminated with a slightly different software input. As shown in Figure 2, while the two video frames have hardly perceptible differences, the object_detection API recognizes different numbers of vehicles in them.

As another example, a real-time game tracker [FortniteTracker 2019] uses text_detection to extract status logs from screenshots. It then identifies the murderer, means, weapon, and victim from each log line. Figure 9 shows the logging area of three adjacent frames from a game video, which share the same text string at the same position. However, due to minor background changes, the API recognizes different text from them, leading the software to make different decisions.
3.4.2 Low input quality. Sometimes, the software input does not contain enough information for ML APIs to perform its cognition task, e.g., a blurry photo or a noisy audio clip. It typically leads to a slightly different output from the ground-truth. Figure 10 illustrates a voice assistant application. It records the user’s voice command and uses the `recognize` API to transcribe speech into text strings. It is supposed to play music when the user says “play the song.” However, the ML API often wrongly recognizes “play song”, missing “the”, from audio clips with a high speaking rate. This small mistake causes the software to misbehave, not playing music when it should.

**Summary.** While much prior work focuses on improving neural network accuracy, our study shows that software provides additional information to tackle the incorrectness of ML API. Sometimes, an ML API is invoked on similar inputs, like a series of screenshots, where an incorrect output can be detected by checking output consistency across inputs like the example in Figure 9. Sometimes, the API output is incorrect but very similar to a focal value in the software (e.g., “play song” versus “play the song”), which could have been handled and mitigated. In section 6, we will attempt to tackle incorrect ML API outputs by utilizing such software information.

## 4 OVERVIEW OF SMARTGEAR

SmartGear is a runtime tool that transparently and automatically checks and converts the output of ML API calls, preventing ML API integration failures.

To use SmartGear, application developers apply a static code instrumentation routine to their applications, which inserts a SmartGear method after every ML API invocation, as shown in Figure 11. At run time, for every ML API output, which is typically an array of values, SmartGear applies a series of incompatibility checking, starting from mismatch checking and followed by incorrectness checking, as listed in Table 2. For every output value $o$ that SmartGear considers to be incompatible,
Table 2. SmartGear’s strategies for detecting and preventing integration failures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root Cause</th>
<th>Detection</th>
<th>Conversion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mismatch between ML API and software</td>
<td>Cross checking ML API output and software focal values</td>
<td>ML API output clustering; API input segmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrectness of ML API output</td>
<td>Validation across inputs</td>
<td>Ensemble; Video API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Validation across APIs</td>
<td>Ensemble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Validation across API and SW</td>
<td>ML API output clustering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SmartGear generates a warning message and attempts to convert $o$. Different conversion strategies are designed for different incompatibility situations, as listed in Table 2. When more than one conversion strategy is designed for an incompatibility situation, SmartGear attempts the strategy that incurs the least overhead first. Whenever SmartGear figures out a way to convert an output value $o$ to $o'$, the new value $o'$ is inserted to the original output array, as illustrated in Figure 11.

In the next two sections, we will explain how SmartGear detects and converts mismatched (Section 5) and incorrect ML API output (Section 6).

5 TACKLING MISMATCHED ML API OUTPUTS

At a high level, SmartGear tackles the mismatch between ML API output and software by examining the cognitive relationship between API output and software focal values. It includes several steps.

First, for each invocation $I$ of an ML API, SmartGear conducts static analysis to obtain sets of outputs of this API, with each set driving the execution to cover some non-fall-through branch edge(s) after $I$. As discussed earlier, these are referred to as focal values and they represent API outputs that the software is interested in and knows how to handle.

Next, at run time, right after the execution of $I$, SmartGear compares the API output produced there, which is typically an array of values, with focal values associated with $I$. If at least one of the output values is a focal value, SmartGear assumes that the output is compatible with the software and the execution moves on. Otherwise, SmartGear launches its incompatibility detection.

SmartGear’s incompatibility detection checks if there exists hierarchy, perspective, or focus mismatch one by one, guided by the study in Section 3.3. Also guided by the above study, SmartGear’s checking is centered on using a knowledge graph to understand cognitive relationships between API output and focal values: Is one the superclass or alias of the other? Is one from a different perspective from the other? Is one related to the other even though there is no superclass relationship?
Once a mismatch is detected, a conversion attempt follows.

In the remainder of this section, we first present how we use static analysis to identify focal values, and then discuss how each type of mismatch is checked in detail.

5.1 Obtaining Focal Values

What are focal values? In many cases, the output of an ML API affects control flow in a straightforward way. For example, in the Flood-Depths code snippet shown in Figure 1, ML API output is used to decide the outcome of the flood-depth prediction branch on Line 5. In this example, output values \{Car, Van, Truck, Boat, Toy vehicle\} form a set of focal values, driving the execution towards the non-fall-through edge of the branch.

In some applications, the output of an ML API affects the outcome of multiple branches, like that in Figure 5. In such a case, more than one set of focal values exists. Every set of focal values drives the execution towards a unique combination of outcomes of \(B\), with at least one branch \(B, B \in B\), taking a non-fall-through edge. We will refer to the unique branch outcome combination associated with each set of focal values as a focal path. For example, in the RoomR example, there are three unique sets of focal values, covering three different focal paths.

Finally, very rarely, the software might perform an operation under a branch condition that the ML API output values should not contain or not equal to certain values \(V\). Strictly speaking, this is not a fall-through edge. However, SmartGear still treats it as a fall-through and treats the small set of values the branch condition compares with \(V\) as focal values. The rationale is that the small number of values that software explicitly specifies are the ones that software knows how to handle.

How to identify focal values? To compute a set of focal values for each combination of branch edges affected by ML API, SmartGear adopts a dynamic symbolic execution approach [Irlbeck et al. 2015]. It treats ML API output values as symbolic variables. SmartGear ignores the branches that are unrelated to ML APIs and reconstructs the remaining ones in the format of sub-conditions concatenated with logical OR operators (e.g., Car or Van or Truck or Boat or Toy vehicle in Figure 1). SmartGear then generates constraints for all combinations of these sub-conditions of its branch conditions and uses a standard constraint solver to find all the satisfying values of the ML API output, which are the focal values.

5.2 Understanding Cognitive Relationship

We use knowledge graph to understand the cognitive relationship between two cognitive descriptions. Particularly, we want to understand four relationships: subclass/superclass, alias, same/different perspective, and correlation.

For vision tasks, SmartGear leverages a public knowledge graph database Wikidata [Wikidata 2022] to understand the hierarchy, perspective, and other relationships between ML API outputs and software focal values. It is a directed graph, where each node represents a real-world entity, and edges are notated with statements of the relationship between entities. Wikidata supports thousands of statement types and contains over 95 million entities [Haller et al. 2022], covering all the vision categories of popular ML cloud services [Amazon 2022b; Kuznetsova et al. 2020; Microsoft 2022b]. We use this Wikidata knowledge graph in the following ways:

- **Sub/super-class**: SmartGear traverses the subclass-of edges between knowledge graph entities. Two descriptions, like “vehicle” and “car”, have a sub/super-class relationship only when one is reachable from the other through subclass-of edges.
- **Alias**: SmartGear detects alias relationships by querying the knowledge graph to examine whether two descriptions belong to the same entity.
• Same/different perspective: SmartGear treats knowledge graph entities directly connected to the node “entity” or “object” as perspectives, which are typically abstract concepts, e.g. phenomenons, scientific objects, and natural objects. It recursively accesses the superclass of a description, until it reaches these perspectives. If the perspectives of two descriptions have intersection, it regards them as sharing the same perspective.

• Correlation: SmartGear regards two descriptions as having a strong correlation only when their corresponding entities’ distance in the knowledge graph is smaller than 2. For example, a “door” is correlated with a “building”, as the latter has a “has part(s)” edge directly connecting with the former.

Note that, since the Wikidata knowledge graph contains more than 100 GB of data, the current prototype of SmartGear accesses this online graph database through Wikidata API and caches recently returned API results locally, instead of downloading the whole graph to the local machine.

For language tasks, SmartGear leverages built-in text class hierarchy from cloud service providers, which typically is a directed tree. For example, Google Natural Language AI [Google 2022b] has 620 topic categories in a four-level tree hierarchy, specifying all the superclasses of each category. We uses this text class hierarchy in the following ways:

• Sub/super-class: SmartGear directly uses this class hierarchy graph to determine it.

• Alias: Text topic classification task does not contain aliases.

• Same/different perspective: All the categories have the same perspective of the topic.

• Correlation: SmartGear regards two categories as correlated if they share the same non-root parent node in the class hierarchy, e.g., “investing” and “insurance” are correlated as both of them are the subclasses of “finance”.

5.3 Tackling Hierarchy Mismatch

Among the three types of mismatch, a hierarchy-mismatched API output has the closest cognitive relationship to software focal values, as it indicates that the ML API probably detects the object/concept software is looking for, but outputs a different label in the right class hierarchy. Therefore, SmartGear examines whether there exists a hierarchy mismatch first.

Using the knowledge graph, SmartGear examines if any focal value has a sub/super-class relationship with any value generated by the API: If there is none, SmartGear considers there is no hierarchy mismatch and moves on to detect other potential mismatches.

If the API output has a sub/super-class relationship with exactly one set of focal values, SmartGear regards that there is a hierarchy mismatch. SmartGear then takes one such focal value and inserts it into the API output to finish the fixing attempt.

Finally, if the API output has sub/super-class relationship with multiple sets of focal values, SmartGear segments the input of the ML API into several pieces, 4 pieces by default, and then applies the ML API again. For example, for an image input, we segment it into 2×2 smaller images; for a text input, we segment it into 4 text pieces with roughly equal length without breaking sentences; and so on. The rationale is that by reducing the number of elements/objects in each input, the ML API is more likely to produce more concrete descriptions, which will help to pin down the exact focal-value set and hence the control flow the software should follow. After obtaining the ML API output for the new set of inputs, If the new output converges to one set of focal values, SmartGear confirms the hierarchy mismatch, adds such a focal value into the original API output, and finishes the incompatibility checking. Otherwise, SmartGear considers there to be no output mismatch and moves on to check the correctness of the API output.

Take RoomR in Figure 5 as an example. Given the ceiling light image in Figure 6a, the label_ detection API produces a set of labels, including “Roof lantern”, “Fixture”, “Wood”, “Line”, and
others. SmartGear observes that none of these values are focal values and the execution is heading towards the fall-through edges of all three branches in Figure 5. Therefore, SmartGear starts its hierarchy mismatch checking and finds that among the three sets of focal values, exactly one set ("Light", “Well plug”, “Lighting accessory”, “Electrical wiring”) contains a label “Light” that has a sub-super/class relationship with "Roof lantern”. Therefore, SmartGear adds “Light” into the response array at Line 2 of Figure 5. An integration failure got avoided.

However, as shown in Figure 12, when the ML API outputs “furniture” initially, SmartGear would not immediately know how to convert this output, as “Furniture” is a super-class of both “Light” and “Sink”, which belong to two different focal value sets, electronic set for the former and plumbing set for the latter. In that case, SmartGear would segment the photo into 4 pieces and try again.

Note that, there is a special case of hierarchy mismatch caused by alias. For example, the software might have a focal value “Motor car”, but the ML API may output its alias “Car”. Once discovering an alias relationship, SmartGear converts the API output to the corresponding focal value.

5.4 Tackling Perspective Mismatch

If no hierarchy mismatch is reported, SmartGear next examines whether the ML API out describes the input in the same perspective as the software. When there is no intersection between the perspectives of all software focal values and ML API output values, SmartGear reports a perspective mismatch. Whether two values follow the same perspective is judged using the knowledge graph, as discussed in Section 5.2.

Different from hierarchy mismatch, SmartGear only reports a warning instead of attempting to convert the API output. A perspective mismatch indicates that the ML model behind ML API is not trained to recognize the specific perspective, which the software cares about, for this specific input. Any manipulation of the ML API inputs or outputs cannot enlarge the description spectrum to include more description perspectives. For example, the perspectives of all the focal values in RoomR are about equipment. When an ML API output only uses “Plastic” (material perspective) to describe a wall socket image (Figure 6), SmartGear reports a perspective mismatch warning.

5.5 Tackling Focus Mismatch

When ML API outputs do not have hierarchy or perspective mismatch, SmartGear then investigates whether ML API and software might have focused on different items in the same input.

Focus mismatch is very difficult to detect. For example, in RoomR, when ML API outputs “Hand” while the software is looking for “Plumbing”, there are three possible reasons: (1) the image contains both a hand and a plumbing equipment, but the ML API wrongly focuses on the hand; (2) the image only contains a hand, and the ML API’s output is correct; or (3) the image does not contain a
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Fig. 13. Tackling focus mismatch with segmentation in RoomR (Figure 6).

hand, and the ML API makes a completely wrong prediction. While the last case is rare due to the statistically high accuracy of ML APIs, it is hard to distinguish between the first two.

SmartGear examines a focus mismatch in three steps. It first confirms there is no hierarchy or perspective mismatch. It then examines whether the ML API results and some of the focal values have correlations and hence are likely to appear together in the same scene in real life. If that is the case, SmartGear finally applies a segment-and-ensemble strategy to check if the correlated focal value actually exists in the software input.

The way that SmartGear conducts segment-and-ensemble is similar to that in perspective mismatch checking: the input is segmented into 4 pieces with roughly the same size, the ML API is applied to each of the 4 segments, the 4 sets of output is aggregated to form the new output for SmartGear to re-check. If the new output contains a focal value, SmartGear judges the original output to contain a focus mismatch. Otherwise, SmartGear considers the API output to contain no mismatch with the software and moves on to incorrectness checking, described in the next section.

The rationale behind this strategy is that, as discussed in Section 3.3, focus mismatch is caused by the characteristic of software input that the element software cares about is overwhelmed by others. Therefore, after the segmentation, with fewer elements in each API invocation, the ML API may be able to recognize those previously overwhelmed objects in the input. Of course, segment-and-ensemble is relatively expensive, requiring several extra ML API invocations. Therefore, SmartGear carries it out only after several steps of filtering, as discussed above.

Figure 13 shows how SmartGear resolves focus mismatch in RoomR. While the software examines the existence of “Door”, the initial output of the ML API only contains “Building” and “Floor” for the door image. SmartGear regards it as a potential focus mismatch, as “Door” and “Building” have a strong correlation, according to the knowledge graph Therefore, SmartGear invokes the API on the four segments of the input image. The new result does contain “Door”. Consequently, SmartGear inserts “Door” into the API output, and eliminates the focus mismatch.

5.6 Limitations and Discussions

When SmartGear converts an API output $o$ to a focal value $o'$ that is a subclass of $o$, this decision could be wrong in theory. For example, if an object-detection API returns “Food” and SmartGear converts “Food” to the focal value “Apple”, this decision might be wrong if the input image actually contains an orange instead of an apple. However, in practice, this situation rarely occurs. The reason is that when “Apple” is a focal value, “Orange” is often also a focal value—either “Orange” is in a different focal-value set, where the software is trying to differentiate between different fruits; or “Orange” is in the same focal-value set as “Apple”, where the software is trying to differentiate fruit from other types of objects. In the former case, “Fruit” would match with multiple sets of...
focal values, which would cause SmartGear to apply segment-and-ensemble strategy, instead of randomly converting “Fruit” to one set. In the latter case, converting “Fruit” to either “Apple” or “Orange” makes no difference. We will experimentally evaluate this in Section 8.

SmartGear might make a wrong judgment of perspective mismatch, when the software input is completely unrelated to the software and thus could not be described in the same perspective.

Finally, techniques discussed in this section apply to ML APIs that produce categorical output, which covers all the classification and some of the recognition APIs, like object detection, offered by ML service providers like Google, Amazon, and Microsoft. Techniques in this section do not apply to ML APIs that produce free-text output, while techniques in the next section do apply.

6 TACKLING INCORRECT ML API OUTPUTS

As discussed in Section 1, it is difficult to automatically judge whether the output of an ML API is correct. SmartGear tackles this challenge by leveraging information beyond a single API invocation $I$: (1) invocations of other APIs on the same input before $I$ in the same run; (2) invocations of the same API on similar inputs before $I$ in the same run; and (3) software focal values. Of course, the first two pieces of information may not exist at every ML API invocation.

6.1 Validation across APIs

Cloud services provide a wide spectrum of ML APIs, and many of them have functional overlaps. Specifically, Table 3 shows the 7 groups of APIs with functional overlaps that we have identified based on the official Google API documentation. SmartGear leverages this functional overlap to detect incorrect API output.

To conduct this detection, SmartGear maintains a global history queue that records the input and output of each ML API invocation. After the invocation $I$ of each ML API $A$, SmartGear checks the history queue to see if any ML API with functional overlap with $A$ has been invoked in the past upon the same input. When such an invocation $I'$ is identified, SmartGear checks if the output of $I$ is consistent with that of $I'$. Specifically, using the focal value information, SmartGear checks whether the execution control flow would change if the output of $I$ is replaced with that of $I'$. When an inconsistency is detected, SmartGear tries to identify which one is incorrect, which we elaborate on in the remaining part of this sub-section. If the output of the latest invocation $I$ is incorrect, SmartGear conducts output conversion. If the output of the previous invocation $I'$ is incorrect, unable to rollback the history, SmartGear only generates a warning.

SmartGear decides which API’s output is correct in two ways depending on the relationship between these two APIs. Sometimes, one API conducts a more specialized task than the other API. Consequently, SmartGear would trust the more specialized API. The reason is that the specialized API typically has higher accuracy on the overlapped task [Yanai and Kawano 2015]. In Table 3, the bold-font APIs are the more specialized ones in their corresponding groups. In other cases, if the two APIs both conduct specialized tasks, SmartGear trusts the one that contains more focal values.

For example, a smart album application [SeeFarBeyond 2022] uses Google’s face_detection API to find human faces in the image. It then invokes Google’s label_detection API to categorize the same image, with the focal value “Face”. While the former is a more specialized API for finding humans in the image, the latter API is also able to classify human images. Therefore, when face_detection API recognizes a face but label_detection does not contain this focal value, SmartGear regards the latter as incorrect and adds “Faces” to its output array (Figure 14).

---

4In practice, this occurs quite often, applying to 5 out of 6 applications that use multiple APIs in our benchmark suite.
### Table 3. Google ML Cloud APIs with functional overlaps. (Bold ones are more specialized tasks.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ML Cloud API Groups</th>
<th>Functional Overlaps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>label_detection, <strong>object_localization</strong></td>
<td>Object in image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>label_detection, object_detection, <strong>face_detection</strong></td>
<td>Human in image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>label_detection, <strong>landmark_detection</strong></td>
<td>Landmark in image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>web_detection, label_detection</td>
<td>Image content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>web_detection, <strong>logo_detection</strong></td>
<td>Logo in image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>text_detection, document_text_detection</td>
<td>Text in image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analyze_entities, analyze_entity_sentiment</td>
<td>Proper nouns in article</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 14. Resolving inconsistency between APIs in a smart album application [FESMKMITL 2021].

### 6.2 Validation across Inputs

As discussed in Section 3.4.1, a small change of the input sometimes triggers inner flaws of neural network models and leads to an incorrect result, as shown in Figure 2 (frame 2) and Figure 9. SmartGear detects an incorrect API output $o$ if $o$ is inconsistent with the outputs recently produced by the same API upon similar inputs.

Specifically, for each ML API invocation site, SmartGear maintains a history queue that records the last $K$ inputs and outputs processed and produced at this site ($K$ is configurable and set to 5 by default). Upon every ML API invocation that produced an output $o$ based on an input $i$, SmartGear searches the corresponding history queue for any past input $i'$ that is similar with $i$, and checks whether the output of $i'$, denoted as $o'$, is consistent with $o$. We consider $o$ and $o'$ to be consistent, if they are expected to influence software control flow in the same way, which SmartGear judges based on the focal value information. To minimize performance overhead, SmartGear uses lightweight algorithms to measure input similarity: perceptual hash values are used for image inputs and Levenshtein distance is used for text inputs. SmartGear does not measure audio similarity, as it is very rare for an application to process two input audio clips that are similar to each other.

After detecting inconsistencies, SmartGear tries to convert the output of the latest invocation based on the history. If the software takes images as input, SmartGear utilizes temporal information by concatenating several recent images, including the latest one, into a video and using a video API to get a more accurate result, which is then used to convert the original image API output. For non-vision APIs, SmartGear uses the majority voting rule to figure out a value to convert the latest API output. As shown in Figure 15, SmartGear detects that the object_localization API provides different vehicle detection results across adjacent video frames. SmartGear then invokes the corresponding video API, which finds all the vehicles in the video, and forwards the last frame result to the software as a correction of the most recent invocation of the original vision API.

### 6.3 Validating across Software and ML API

There is an additional chance to detect incorrect output for recognition tasks whose outputs are free text, instead of pre-defined labels. Examples of these tasks include image-to-text, speech-to-text,
and others. These tasks typically adopt RNN or LSTM and perform a scanning strategy to recognize text from images and audio [Messina and Louradour 2015; Shewalkar 2019]. Therefore, when they make mistakes, these mistakes tend to be small and local, e.g. missing a character.

SmartGear checks whether any ML API result could become a software focal value with edits (Levenshtein distance) less than a threshold portion (by default 30%) of the average length of the shortest focal string of each execution path. If there is only one related path, SmartGear clusters ML API results to it and converts its value to the corresponding focal string. In the Lisa-Assistant example (Figure 10), SmartGear finds that API output “play song” could become “play the song” by editing one word, while having a much larger distance to other branches’ focal values (e.g., “what is the weather today”). Therefore, it clusters API output to the song branch.

If there are multiple related paths, SmartGear reports a warning that the software is not able to distinguish them. The voice-activated light application (Figure 16) is an example. It records the user’s voice command and uses recognize API to transcribe speech into text strings. It will turn on/off the light with the command “light on”/“light off”. Tested with an inarticulate audio, the ML API wrongly recognizes “light on” as “nike on”. While SmartGear finds that “right on” has the smallest edit distance to the focal values of the turn-on branch, it also has a similar edit distance to the turn-off branch. In this case, SmartGear reports a warning without converting API outputs.

6.4 Limitations and Discussions

SmartGear might raise false alarms when the software is sensitive to minor differences of ML API outputs, e.g., the audio transcript must be in the singular form of a certain word. SmartGear also assumes that ML API is reliable for most of the time. It cannot prevent failures if the machine learning model has a low overall accuracy on software inputs. SmartGear is only able to convert...
the output of the most recent ML API invocation. Finally, when SmartGear uses focal values to validate API output, it cannot handle output that already incorrectly contains focal values.

7 IMPLEMENTATION
The SmartGear approach is general and to various ML Cloud services and programming languages. In this paper, SmartGear is implemented for Python applications and Google Cloud AI [Google 2022a], which is the most popular language and ML Cloud services on GitHub [Wan et al. 2021].

SmartGear is implemented as a run-time library with Python function decorator interface [Smith et al. 2022]. To use SmartGear, developers only need to specify the target function, without changing the software implementation. SmartGear then uses Bytecode module [Stinner 2021] and compiler infrastructure to insert detection and conversion instructions between ML API invocation and output storage. SmartGear uses Pyan [Marby and Yonskai 2021] and Jedi [Halter 2022] library, symbolic execution framework PyExZ3 [Irlbeck et al. 2015], and CVC constraint solver [Barrett et al. 2011] for static analysis. SmartGear uses Wikidata python interface [Minhee 2021] for querying knowledge graphs and ImageHash library [Buchner 2022] for image perceptual hash.

8 EVALUATION
8.1 Methodology
8.1.1 Applications and test data. We evaluate SmartGear using 65 applications. These include two sets: 1) all the 55 applications in our empirical study (Section 3.1.1) and 2) 10 additional applications sampled after the empirical study and the design of SmartGear. To identify these 10 applications, we used a GitHub API to crawl and obtain a list of 300 top-ranked GitHub applications that invoke ML APIs. We then manually examined these 300 applications and filtered out those that do not use ML API output for control flow decisions and those already in our benchmark suite. Finally, we took the top 2 remaining applications for each of the five task types listed in Table 1. The two sets of applications turn out to have the same average ages (i.e., 35 months old as of April 1st, 2023) and similar sizes (8185 LoC for the 55 applications, and 9924 LoC for the additional 10 applications). Section 8.2.4 compares the evaluation results of these two sets of applications.

We design a new set of 100 test cases for each application, following the same methodology used in our empirical study (i.e., the test inputs used in our evaluation do not overlap with those used in our empirical study in Section 3). This set of inputs led to 1026 failed tests encountered by 52 applications, including 4 fail-stop failures. Among the 1022 silent failures without exceptions thrown, 696 are caused by mismatched API outputs and 326 are caused by incorrect API outputs—roughly the same breakdown as the previous set in Section 3.

8.1.2 Metrics. SmartGear has two usage scenarios. First, its capability of detecting incompatible ML API outputs could be used to caution app-users and to guide application developers to implement application-specific fixing solutions. Second, its capability of converting incompatible ML API outputs can prevent integration failures at the run time. Therefore, we evaluate both the detection and the prevention capability of SmartGear and baselines. If a technique detects a fail-stop symptom or an incompatible ML API output that leads to software misbehavior in a test, we refer to it as successfully detecting an error. If it eliminates software misbehavior by converting API output, we refer to it as successfully preventing a failure.

8.1.3 Baselines. Since there is no prior work tackling ML API integration failures at run time, we have designed 4 baseline techniques, as listed below. The first 3 only support error detection, and the last one aims to not only detect but also fix incompatible ML API outputs. As we will see, these
Table 4. Result summary across 6500 testing runs, 100 each across 65 apps. (True Positive: a correct detection, where the reported API output is indeed incorrect or mis-matching; False Positive: an incorrect detection, where the reported API output is correct and matching.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection</th>
<th>Prevention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># True Positives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Tool</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmartGear</td>
<td>718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crash-Only</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML-API-Only</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-Only</td>
<td>905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-Seg</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

baselines all suffer from severe false positive or false negative issues. They are designed only for comparison purposes, instead of realistic deployment.

**Crash-Only:** It conducts error detection by capturing software crashes, unhandled exceptions, and assertion failures. This baseline does not attempt to convert erroneous API output.

**ML-API-Only:** In addition to monitoring fail-stop failure symptoms, it also uses the confidence score of ML cloud APIs to detect incorrect ML API outputs. In each execution, it reports an error if the minimum confidence score of an ML API output is lower than a certain threshold. To understand the full potential of this baseline technique, we exhaustively searched the threshold space between 60% to 100%, with an interval of 1%, and identified 72% as the setting that offered the most accurate results for our benchmark. This baseline does not attempt to convert erroneous API output.

**Software-Only:** In addition to monitoring fail-stop symptoms, it also examines the control flow of software. In each execution, it reports an error whenever the software executes a non-focal path. This baseline does not attempt to convert erroneous API output.

**Software-Segment:** This baseline attempts not only error detection but also failure prevention. For each ML API output $o$, this technique first applies Software-Only to see if $o$ might be erroneous. If so, this technique segments the API’s image/text/audio input into four equal-size pieces, applies the ML API to each piece, and then aggregates the output from each piece to form a new output $o’$. If $o’$ is different from $o$, an API output error of the original software is reported and $o$ will be converted to $o’$ to prevent potential failures.

### 8.2 Evaluation Results

For each application in our benchmark suite, we apply SmartGear and four baselines on its 100 test cases. Table 4 shows the overall results.

**8.2.1 Incompatible ML API output detection.** As shown in Table 4, across 6500 testing runs, SmartGear reports 744 errors, with 718 true positives (i.e., the corresponding API output is indeed mismatching or incorrect) and only 26 false positives. The 718 true ML API output errors detected by SmartGear constitute 70% of all the 1026 ML API output errors that occurred during the 6500 testing runs.

For the 308 incompatible ML API output missed by SmartGear, there are mainly two reasons. First, about 60% of false negatives are focus mismatches, which are not only common but also inherently difficult to detect, as discussed in Section 5.5. Second, over a third of these false negatives are incorrect API outputs, SmartGear fails to detect them as SmartGear assumes that ML API is reliable for most of the time, a limitation discussed in Section 6.4.
Among the 26 false positives in SmartGear’s detection, all but one of them occur during the mismatch detection (Section 5). Particularly, SmartGear incorrectly reported a number of perspective mismatches for inputs that are somewhat irrelevant to the software under test. For example, a plant management application [Plant-Watcher 2018] checks if an image is about “Plant” (natural object) or “Flowerpot” (production good). Given a somewhat irrelevant city sky-view picture, the `label_detection` API correctly outputs “Building” (artificial entity) and “Urban design” (research object), and the application correctly considers the picture as neither plant nor flowerpot. Unfortunately, SmartGear wrongly reports a perspective mismatch, as there is no overlap between the perspectives of ML API outputs and software focal values, which are shown in the parentheses.

In comparison, the other four schemes have much lower detection coverage (i.e., many more false negatives) or much lower detection accuracy (i.e., many more false positives) or both.

In terms of detection coverage, Crash-Only, ML-API-Only, and SW-Seg only detect 4, 154, and 140 API errors respectively, less than a quarter of what SmartGear detects. Crash-Only naturally has the least coverage, as it can only detect fail-stop symptoms. ML-API-only performs poorly because the confidence score of an ML API cannot be used to tell whether the API output is compatible or not with the software context. In fact, our experiment shows that compatible ML API output and incompatible output have similar confidence score distributions: across all ML API invocations in test cases, the confidence scores of compatible (incompatible) output range from 54%(50%) to 96%(94%), with 80% (79%) being the median. SW-Seg also has many false negatives, because its segment-and-aggregate technique is helpful for detecting focus-mismatch output but not other types of incompatible output. Take the code snippet in Figure 5 and the image in Figure 6a as an example. SmartGear successfully detects a hierarchy mismatch between “roof lantern” and “light”. This error is missed by Crash-Only, as no crash or exception occurred; this is also missed by ML-API-Only as this particular API invocation has a confidence score of 75%, higher than the 72% threshold; as the ML API does not output “light” on the segmented images, SW-Seg also fails.

In terms of detection accuracy, ML-API-Only and SW-Only report more than 5× and 40× false positives than SmartGear. The inaccuracy of ML-API-Only is because confidence scores are not indicative of the incompatibility between an ML API output and the software context, as discussed above. The inaccuracy of SW-Only is caused by its aggressive error-detection strategy: by reporting an error whenever the software executes a non-focal path, SW-Only reports more false positives than true errors (i.e., 1050 vs. 905 as shown in Table 4). Comparing with SmartGear, SW-Only reports 1.26× more true errors, but at the cost of 40× more false positives. Its detection strategy also offers no hint for output conversion or failure prevention, unlike SmartGear.

8.2.2 Incompatible ML API output conversion. The ultimate goal of SmartGear is to improve applications’ execution correctness rate. As shown in the last column of Table 4, SmartGear achieves this goal by improving the average execution correctness rate across all 65 applications from 84.2% to 94.6%. Specifically, for the 744 API outputs that SmartGear believes to be incompatible, it comes up with fixing strategies for 726 of them. Since SmartGear’s detection incurs a small number
Table 5. Ablation study of SmartGear over each heuristic (Total # of original test failures is 1026 (100%))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#(% Detected Errors)</th>
<th>#(% Prevented Failures)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SmartGear</td>
<td>718 (70%)</td>
<td>686 (67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A) Remove resolving hierarchy mismatch (Section 5.3)</td>
<td>389 (38%)</td>
<td>357 (35%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Remove resolving perspective mismatch (Section 5.4)</td>
<td>714 (70%)</td>
<td>686 (67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C) Remove resolving focus mismatch (Section 5.5)</td>
<td>547 (53%)</td>
<td>544 (53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D) Remove validating across APIs (Section 6.1)</td>
<td>681 (66%)</td>
<td>659 (64%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E) Remove validating across inputs (Section 6.2)</td>
<td>624 (61%)</td>
<td>596 (58%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F) Remove validating across API and SW (Section 6.3)</td>
<td>618 (60%)</td>
<td>588 (57%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of false positives, 9 of these fixing attempts turn originally correct API outputs to be incorrect. Fortunately, the remaining 717 fixing attempts target truly incompatible API outputs, and turn originally incompatible API outputs to be correct and compatible in 686 cases. As a net result, SmartGear reduces the number of failed testing runs from 1026 down to 349.

Figure 17 shows the effectiveness of each of SmartGear’s fixing strategies. SmartGear resolves 68% mismatch between ML API and software with clustering and segmentation. For incorrect output, SmartGear resolves 67% of them with clustering, ensemble, and video APIs.

In comparison, Software-Segment, the other scheme that has failure prevention capability, is only able to eliminate 126 of 1026 failures, improving execution correctness by only 2%.

8.2.3 Ablation study. To understand the effect of each heuristic in SmartGear, we conduct an ablation study shown in Table 5. In (A)-(F), we each remove one of the heuristics introduced in Section 5&6.

(A) and (C) show that detecting and resolving hierarchy and focus mismatch contribute the most to the result of SmartGear. In other words, the detection coverage and the failure-prevention capability of SmartGear drop the most when we remove these two strategies. This reflects the fact that hierarchy mismatch and focus mismatch are the most common types of incompatible API output, as discussed in Section 3.3. Furthermore, the result of (A) also reflects the fact that SmartGear is particularly effective in detecting hierarchy mismatch: 99% of hierarchy mismatch in testing runs are correctly detected by SmartGear.

The result of (B) indicates that tackling perspective mismatch has the least impact on the overall result of SmartGear. This small impact is due to two reasons. First, perspective mismatch is the rarest type of incompatible API output, as also discussed in Section 3.3. In this experiment, it only contributes to 23 unit test failures (out of the total 1026 unit test failures). Second, to avoid false positives, SmartGear uses a conservative approach to reporting perspective mismatch. As a result, SmartGear incurs no false positives in its detection of perspective mismatch but only manages to detect 4 out of these 23 perspective mismatch errors. How to improve the detection coverage for perspective mismatch without sacrificing the detection accuracy is a research topic for future work.

The strategies behind (D)–(F) are used by SmartGear to detect and fix incorrect ML API output. As displayed in (D)–(F), these three validating strategies all provide non-negligible contributions to SmartGear, each detecting 37 to 100 incorrect API output and preventing 27 to 98 failures.

8.2.4 Sensitivity across apps. SmartGear shows similar detection and prevention capability over two application sets, the 55 applications used in our empirical study and the 10 additional applications. Specifically, SmartGear detects 642 (70%) API output errors and prevents 623 (68%) out of 920 testing failures in the original 55 applications; it detects 76 (71%) errors and prevents 63 (60%) out of 106 testing failures in the additional 10 applications. SmartGear improves the execution correctness rate from 83% to 94% for those 55 applications; and from 89% to 96% for the additional 10 applications.
8.2.5 Performance overhead. Due to computation workload and network transmission, ML API invocations typically take half to several seconds [Wan et al. 2021], much longer than other computations in integration failure prevention. Therefore, the run-time overhead is mainly caused by extra ML API invocations, e.g., invocation upon segmented input (Section 5.3 & 5.5) and invoking video API (Section 6.2). Note that, SmartGear uses one batch API, instead of four separate API calls, to process the four segmented inputs to reduce overhead. Overall, across all 5500 test cases, SmartGear introduces 6% performance overhead on average. When there is no extra ML API invocation, the overhead of SmartGear is around 1%. In comparison, the Software-Segment baseline invokes many more ML APIs, and incurs 40% overhead on average across all test cases.

8.3 Comparison with Non-Runtime-Prevention Approaches

As discussed in Section 1, some related previous work tries to either correct wrong coding in the software or improve the accuracy of ML APIs. In the following, we use our benchmark suite to quantitatively show that prior work does not address integration failures.

Static code analysis: A previous work [Wan et al. 2021] summarizes 3 types of ML API misuses that reduce software functionality. We examine all the applications in our benchmark suite, and only find the existence of misuse pattern using the wrong API: wrongly using text_detection API to extract handwritten or long-form text from images. We manually patch software by replacing text_detection API with document_text_detection API. We run the tests in Section 8.2 again and find that these code patches eliminate 4 failures in 3 applications.

Automated testing: A recent work [Wan et al. 2021] automatically generates test cases and suggests implementation changes for ML software. Instead of preventing failures for each individual input at run time, it aims to reveal software implementation problems that have statically significant impacts on the correctness of its synthesized test cases. When applied on our benchmark suite, this technique suggests code changes in 12 applications. We adopted these changes and executed the tests in Section 8.2. The evaluation results show that these code changes only eliminate 51 failure runs in our benchmark suite, improving the execution correctness rate from 84.2% to 85%.

ML API selection: Several works [Chen et al. 2022c, 2020b; Xie et al. 2022] aim at reducing software failures by dynamically selecting several ML APIs from a set of service providers, with a constraint on service costs. These approaches focus on the ML API itself instead of integration failures. We do not include them as a baseline, as they use ML APIs from different service providers. In fact, even when an ideal 100% accurate ML API is chosen, more than half of failures remain, as they are caused by the mismatch between ML API and software. On the contrary, SmartGear further improves software accuracy from 89% to 97% after the software adopted an ideal ML API.

9 THREATS TO VALIDITY

Internal threats to validity. SmartGear assumes that the software implementation and code structure represent the distribution of its run-time inputs, which could be incorrect. The software may be deployed in an environment different from its designed scenario, where SmartGear cannot cross-check between ML API and software. SmartGear assumes that ML cloud APIs are reliable at most of the time, which is not guaranteed.

External threats to validity. SmartGear is only tested with Python applications using Google Cloud AI, which may not represent all real-world applications. We design application test data using handcrafted search keywords and limited sources, which may be biased and not cover all possible software run-time scenarios.

10 RELATED WORK

We discussed some closely related work in Section 1 and 8.3. Here we discuss other related work.
Recent work studies the security of cloud ML services, including defending against attacks [Hou et al. 2019] and detecting vulnerability [Hosseini et al. 2017; Pajola and Conti 2021]. Other work evaluates the effectiveness of ML cloud service systems [Yao et al. 2017] and ML API shifts [Chen et al. 2022a]. Another work [Chen et al. 2019] studies cloud service cost. They focus on server-side implementation instead of using ML API in software.


Recent research [Hendrycks et al. 2019; Jaiswal et al. 2020] explored self-supervised learning, which updates neural network parameters during inference. Some other work [Chen et al. 2022b; Mummadi et al. 2021; Royer and Lampert 2015; Voigtlaender and Leibe 2017; Wang et al. 2021b; Zintgraf et al. 2019] further adopts run-time domain adaptation to generalize neural networks. These work aims to improve the accuracy of neural networks for run-time data that was not seen during training. They are orthogonal to our approach.

Recent work has looked at how to integrate web APIs into software [Aué et al. 2018; Grent et al. 2021; Wittern et al. 2017]. Unlike ML-API integration problems, generic web API integration problems studied in those work all cause crashes or explicit error code returned by API calls.

The research direction of automatic run-time error patching [Lewis and Whitehead 2010; Long et al. 2014; Perkins et al. 2009] has been pioneered by ClearView [Perkins et al. 2009]. ClearView attempts to fix a range of run-time errors, such as memory errors, by automatically changing variable values or control flows to restore program invariants. SmartGear can be viewed as an automatic run-time error patching tool that is tailored for fixing ML API integration errors by changing ML API output.

11 CONCLUSION
Integration failures are widespread and challenging to tackle in machine learning software. In this paper, we study their root causes and present SmartGear, a run-time tool that prevents some integration failures by detecting and converting incompatible ML API output. SmartGear is only a starting point in tackling the integration challenge in using machine learning techniques in software. We hope SmartGear can inspire future research along this direction.
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